INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

A challenging task in structural genomics is to predict and characterize functional sites of proteins/enzymes responsible for binding of ligands, substrates, inhibitors and effectors. Analysis of the steadily growing protein sequence and structural databases demonstrates that multiple binding sites can exist within homologous protein structures and have evolutionary relationship throughout the superfamily ([@B1]). These pockets can be classified as primary and secondary to the protein function. The primary sites are responsible for protein\'s basic function (e.g. enzyme active sites). The secondary sites are topographically independent of the primary sites; however, these can participate in regulation of a protein function, structure and flexibility due to the binding of a ligand ([@B1]). Apart from the generally considered allosteric sites that participate in a natural regulation, these also include interaction regions that do not seem to have a known biological role but can be used as targets for human-made antibiotics and inhibitors ([@B2]).

In recent years, many computational methods have been developed to identify binding pockets in protein structures. These programs consist of two critical components: (i) an algorithm to detect geometric pockets and cavities in the structure and (ii) a scoring function to estimate the significance of these candidate sites.

Algorithms that identify sites on a protein surface can be roughly divided into the purely geometry search methods ([@B3]) and the energy-based strategies ([@B8],[@B9]). Additionally, there are programs that implement machine-learning approaches trained on sets of the known binding sites ([@B10],[@B11]).

Often several pockets are predicted in a single structure. Therefore, the second major task is to select the most relevant ones that are likely to bind a ligand. Basic geometric measures such as pocket volume ([@B12]), volume depth ([@B6]) and distance from molecular centroid ([@B13]) have been proposed to select the 'true' binding sites. Alternatively, knowledge-based approaches with a set of descriptors representing pocket size, compactness and physicochemical properties were implemented to rank pockets by their ability to bind small molecules ([@B4],[@B14]). The energy-based methods assess significance of the detected pockets by calculating binding energy of a probe that mimics ligand functional groups ([@B8],[@B9]). Finally, some methods implement bioinformatic approaches to rank the identified sites by sequence conservation of the corresponding positions ([@B15],[@B16]). The major limitation of the available algorithms is their focus on the location of binding sites in protein structures and lack of interest to their functional significance.

Homologous enzymes that evolved from a common ancestor retain a general function, but diverge in more specific features and can be divided into subfamilies with different substrate specificity, enantioselectivity, activity, etc. In this respect, the subfamily-specific positions---conserved within functional subfamilies but different between them---are attracting increasing attention as important structural elements responsible for functional diversity in large enzyme superfamilies and can be used as hotspots for directed evolution or rational design experiments ([@B17]). It was shown, e.g. that changes at the subfamily-specific positions can lead to catalytic promiscuity of the homologous enzymes ([@B18]). In this paper, we introduce a new web-server pocketZebra that identifies and classifies binding sites in proteins by their functional significance (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). pocketZebra provides geometry-based detection of pockets and implements a new scoring function to assess their significance based on bioinformatic analysis of the subfamily-specific positions in diverse protein families. The server can be used to study both functional and regulatory sites in proteins/enzymes and to reveal novel targets for selective inhibitors/effectors.

![(**A**) Schematic representation of the subfamily-specific binding sites in a family of functionally diverse proteins. Subfamily-specific positions are shown in magenta boxes. (**B**) Potential binding sites in the query protein structure are colored in gray. Subfamily-specific binding sites are ranked by the presence of the subfamily-specific positions (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Subfamily-specific positions are colored in magenta and presented as sticks.](gku448fig1){#F1}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

The pocketZebra method {#SEC2-1}
----------------------

A multiple sequence alignment of a protein family and a coordinate structure file of a query protein that is a member of this family are requested for input. The output of pocketZebra is a list of binding sites ranked in a declined significance and for each site---a list of corresponding subfamily-specific positions.

pocketZebra method consists of three general steps. First, the 'bioinformatic analysis' of a protein family is performed using recently described Zebra approach ([@B19]). The algorithm automatically predicts functional subfamilies by clustering proteins based on their similarity relationships. Alternatively, the subfamilies can be defined by the user. The obtained classification is used to predict subfamily-specific positions that are responsible for functional diversity. *Z*-scores are calculated to characterize specificity of each position in a protein family and *P*-values are computed to select the most significant hits. Usually, for large families/superfamilies, several functional subfamily classifications are automatically proposed to address complex functional diversity. These classifications are analyzed independently and ranked by significance of the corresponding subfamily-specific positions. Second, the 'structural analysis' is performed to detect pockets in protein structures---potential functionally important sites involved in a ligand binding. pocketZebra web-server, by default, implements the Fpocket algorithm that was selected due to competitive performance on various benchmark sets and reasonable calculation speed ([@B4],[@B5]). Alternatively, the binding sites can be defined by the user. Finally, in the third step, the 'statistical analysis' is performed to select the most significant subfamily-specific binding sites and rank them to suggest different functional importance. The idea is to order the binding sites by presence of the subfamily-specific positions, which are the least probable to be observed by chance. The following procedure, previously used in a different context ([@B19],[@B20]), is applied to characterize each pocket. *Z*-scores of the subfamily-specific positions within a pocket are sorted in a descending order. Assuming the standard normal distribution of specificity *Z*-scores, a cut-off rank *k* is computed so that first best *k* subfamily-specific positions represent a set of hits, the least probable to be observed by chance: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This gives us the set of *k* most important subfamily-specific positions within a pocket and a corresponding *P*-value that estimates how significant these positions are. Different pockets within one protein structure are further ranked by the obtained *P*-values. Subfamily-specific binding site with the lowest *P*-value is ranked first.

Evaluation procedure {#SEC2-2}
--------------------

Prediction accuracy of pocketZebra was illustrated on a set of proteins that are known to possess at least two topographically independent binding sites, which can be classified as primary or secondary to the main function. We collected a non-redundant set of 23 primary functional sites and 22 secondary functional sites known from the literature (Supplementary Table S1). We further compared pocketZebra with other web-servers in the field---Fpocket, POCASA, GHECOM, SiteHound, DoGSiteScorer and LIGSITE^csc^. See Supplementary materials for details of building the dataset and the evaluation protocol.

To evaluate the ability of different algorithms to correctly rank experimentally confirmed binding sites, we considered precision--recall (PR) curves and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves independently for every program and every site using the method described earlier ([@B21]). For the PR analysis, a PR curve was constructed for each program on each site, and all the PR curves for a program were averaged separately across all primary and secondary sites to obtain the overall curve. The same procedure was used for the ROC analysis. Corresponding areas under the curves (AUC) for PR and ROC represent quantitative measures of program prediction accuracy for a particular type of sites, with higher values indicating better performance.

In general, the number of known pockets (positive examples) was lower compared to the total number of pockets predicted in a particular protein structure. Therefore, AUC values of PR curves were further used for statistical comparison of different algorithms to capture the effect of the large number of negative examples on the algorithm\'s performance ([@B21]). R statistical package was used to perform pairwise Mann--Whitney (MW) and Chi-squared test for independence.

IMPLEMENTATION {#SEC3}
==============

Input {#SEC3-1}
-----

pocketZebra web-server has two input modes to meet the needs of both professional bioinformaticians and scientists with a basic knowledge of computational methods.

### The Auto mode {#SEC3-1-1}

This mode is the easiest way to run the analysis. You will need to submit (i) a multiple sequence alignment of a protein family and (ii) a representative PDB structure file. The multiple sequence alignment should describe a functionally diverse protein family and contain sequence of the representative PDB. The user can choose any family member that has structural information available as a representative PDB. It can be the target protein selected for further experimental analysis or simply the most studied member of the group. The PDB and the alignment file must not exceed a limit of 20MB each, allowing the analysis of unfeasibly large structures. If the representative PDB contains multiple chains, you will need to specify (iii) the chain that was used to build the multiple sequence alignment. pocketZebra does not require functional annotation of proteins in your alignment and will attempt to classify them automatically. Alternatively, user-defined functional classification can be provided in the Pro mode.

### The Pro mode {#SEC3-1-2}

The advanced Pro mode provides the ability to fine-tune algorithm parameters. This mode is organized into three separate sections, corresponding to the algorithm workflow: bioinformatic analysis, structural analysis and statistical analysis. Parameters within these sections can be edited independently. For example, you can change parameters of the bioinformatic analysis, but run the structural analysis with the default setup. Also it is possible to import results from the previous analysis. For example, you can upload the bioinformatic analysis results file from the previous run to skip bioinformatics this time. By default, pocketZebra uses the Fpocket method to detect pockets and cavities in your protein. The Pro mode provides an alternative to upload a text file with predefined pockets identified by other algorithms. The complete documentation is available on the website.

Output {#SEC3-2}
------

pocketZebra output is primarily web-based and viewable on the website (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Section A of the results page contains a unique jobID that can be shared with a colleague and used to access the results at any time. User can remove all input and output files from the server by pressing the 'Delete job' button. Section B provides a list of all predicted functional subfamily classifications ranked in a declined significance. Use 'View Classification' button to see how proteins are distributed among different subfamilies. For the selected classification, use 'Show all SSPs' and 'Color by specificity' buttons to paint Cα-atoms of all subfamily-specific positions in the structure according to calculated specificity scores (Supplementary Figure S2). Section C provides a list of predicted subfamily-specific binding sites ranked in a declined significance. Structural representation of a selected pocket and the corresponding subfamily-specific positions can be reviewed in sections D and E using the 3D-structure viewer applet. Finally, section F provides the off-line version of the output in text format and as PyMol sessions with structural representation of the subfamily-specific binding sites. Additional documentation is available on the website.

![pocketZebra web-server results page. Larger size image in color is available as a Supplementary material (Supplementary Figure S1).](gku448fig2){#F2}

Examples {#SEC3-3}
--------

pocketZebra website contains several examples of input and output data for different protein families (see 'Examples' at the website). The 'Demo mode' is available on the site that can instantly launch a test analysis for protein kinase family (see 'Submit a Job' at the website). The multiple alignment for this example contains 231 sequences. The PDB file with code 3K5V (chain A) was selected as a representative structure and contains a monomeric protein built from 286 amino acids. The complete analysis by pocketZebra takes ∼2 min in Auto mode. Eight subfamily-specific pockets were identified in the structure. The highest concentration of significant subfamily-specific positions occurred in the first few top-ranked binding sites that turned out to be the enzyme catalytic and two independent allosteric sites previously known from the literature (Supplementary Figure S3).

RESULTS {#SEC4}
=======

We have evaluated pocketZebra on a set of proteins that contain topologically distinct binding sites, which are known from the literature and can be classified as primary or secondary to the main function. Our results indicate that the presence of the subfamily-specific positions is a very powerful factor for ranking predicted pockets. We have shown that pocketZebra is competitive with other programs in the field or outperforms them. Ability of pocketZebra to predict primary sites was comparable with other programs, whereas its performance in detecting secondary sites was significantly better.

Specificity of primary and secondary sites {#SEC4-1}
------------------------------------------

Subfamily-specific positions seem to play an important role in functional diversity and can be used to study structure--function relationship in large enzyme superfamilies ([@B22]). It was shown that enzyme active centers contain significant amount of both conserved and subfamily-specific positions ([@B19],[@B23],[@B24]). However, the catalytic sites are not the sole determinants of a protein function as binding of biologically active compounds to other parts of the structure can have significant impact on function and regulation.

In this study, we performed the bioinformatic analysis of protein families from our dataset and showed that both primary and secondary functionally important sites known from the literature are significantly enriched by the subfamily-specific positions (*χ*^2^ *P*-values: 2.1 × 10^−15^ and 1.2 × 10^−11^, respectively, see supplementary Tables S2 and S3). This likely reflects the pressure on positions involved in binding of functionally important ligands and indicates that the ability of proteins to selectively interact with substrates and modulators had changed due to mutation of these residues during evolution. Therefore, we further evaluated if the presence of the subfamily-specific positions within primary and secondary pockets can be used as a scoring function to discriminate their functional importance from other sites.

Ranking the binding sites by specificity {#SEC4-2}
----------------------------------------

In this section, we evaluate a representative set of the web-based methods---Fpocket, POCASA, GHECOM, SiteHound, DoGSiteScorer, LIGSITE^csc^---in their ability to correctly rank functionally important binding sites against pocketZebra. These services were selected due to different strategies used to detect (purely geometric as well as energy-based) and rank (based on geometric and physicochemical descriptors, binding energy and bioinformatics) pockets in protein structures (Supplementary Table S4).

Fpocket was found to be the best in ranking the primary sites (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figures S4 and S5). Scoring strategy of pocketZebra did not show advantage over Fpocket on the primary sites, but the results of the two programs were not significantly different (MW *P*-value: 0.286). The remaining programs performed significantly worse than Fpocket (MW *P*-value: \<0.01). DoGSiteScorer showed the worst results of all and predicted pockets that were too large to be accepted as true binding sites for small molecules. pocketZebra was the best in ranking the secondary sites and significantly outperformed Fpocket (MW *P*-value: 0.019; Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figures S6 and S7). In general, all servers ranked the primary sites higher than the secondary sites, except for SiteHound, which ranked the secondary sites slightly better, but still significantly worse than pocketZebra (MW *P*-value: 0.015). SiteHound implements energy-based calculations to rank binding sites by affinity to a hydrophobic probe. Therefore, its performance can be explained by a recent study, which speculates that secondary sites are more hydrophobic than primary sites ([@B25]). The results of the remaining programs on ranking the secondary sites from our dataset were also significantly worse compared to pocketZebra (MW *P*-value: \<0.004).

###### 

Comparison of web-servers that detect and rank binding sites

  Program         Primary functional sites   Secondary functional sites
  --------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------
  DoGSiteScorer   0.263 (0.712)              0.164 (0.690)
  Fpocket         0.690 (0.907)              0.366 (0.859)
  GHECOM          0.323 (0.737)              0.167 (0.720)
  LIGSITE^csc^    0.346 (0.733)              0.142 (0.663)
  POCASA          0.468 (0.805)              0.239 (0.686)
  pocketZebra     0.573 (0.890)              0.506 (0.887)
  SiteHound       0.294 (0.845)              0.332 (0.877)

AUC values for PR and ROC (in parentheses) curves are shown for each web-server and each sample (see 'Evaluation procedure' in 'Materials and Methods' section). See Figures S4--S7 for PR and ROC plots.

We can also mention that most web-servers from our representative list refused to upload or process large protein structures (the limit was different for each server and started from 10 000 atoms per file). Only pocketZebra, Fpocket and POCASA online applications did not impose significant restrictions on the size of the input data.

Consequently, this analysis demonstrates that pocketZebra shows competitive performance with other methods in selecting both primary and secondary sites from the dataset.

DISCUSSION {#SEC5}
==========

We present a new web-server pocketZebra that implements the power of bioinformatics and geometry-based structural approaches to identify and rank subfamily-specific binding sites in proteins by functional significance and select particular positions in the structure that define selectivity of ligands' binding. pocketZebra requires a multiple alignment of a protein family as well as structural information and can be used by professional bioinformaticians as well as experimentalists with a basic knowledge of computational methods. General biologists who prefer fast automated computations can freely download a protein structure from the steadily growing Protein Data Bank while the corresponding alignment of a protein family can be retrieved from public databases, including PFAM ([@B26]) and CATH ([@B27]). Alternatively, for a particular purpose, the Pro users have an opportunity to build homology models of recently discovered proteins with unknown structure and explore complex functional diversity of large protein superfamilies by implementing protocols to construct large multiple structure-guided-sequence alignments ([@B22],[@B28]). pocketZebra can be used to study poorly characterized protein families as the algorithm does not require experimentally derived functional annotation and attempts to automatically predict functional subfamilies from multiple alignment in order to identify significant subfamily-specific positions.

pocketZebra can be applied to classify binding sites in the large protein structures and to study structure--function relationship and regulation in the diverse protein superfamilies. It can be used to identify allosteric sites and to annotate proteins with unknown function. Information about significant subfamily-specific positions within each pocket will attract attention to previously unattended sites and provide grounds for investigation of their functional importance.

From the practical point of view, the server can be used to enhance functional properties of existing proteins (enzymes) and design novel efficient inhibitors/effectors. Based on the bioinformatic analysis of protein families, pocketZebra can suggest necessary structure modifications to engineer allosteric regulation in a particular protein and design novel enzymes. In a drug discovery process, the secondary binding sites as potential therapeutic targets are thought to have several advantages over the primary binding sites ([@B29]). It has been previously speculated that allosteric sites are less conserved and more variable than the catalytic sites ([@B25]). pocketZebra web-server is dedicated to analysis of primary and secondary sites in protein structures that are formed from variable subfamily-specific positions. Role of these residues---conserved within functional or taxonomic groups but different between them---can be crucial in revealing mechanisms of selective interactions with biologically active compounds.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#SEC6}
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gku448/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.

###### Supplementary Data

Lomonosov Moscow State University supercomputer cluster 'Lomonosov' was used for bioinformatic calculations ([@B30]).
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